Originally proposed as a method for measuring the power gain of the cochlear amplifier, AllenFahey experiments compare intracochlear distortion products and ear-canal otoacoustic emissions ͑OAEs͒ under tightly controlled conditions. In this paper Allen-Fahey experiments are shown to place significant constraints on the dominant mode of reverse energy propagation within the cochlea. Existing Allen-Fahey experiments are reviewed and shown to contradict the predictions of compression-wave OAE models recently proposed in the literature. In compression-wave models, distortion products propagate from their site of generation to the stapes via longitudinal compression waves in the cochlear fluids ͑fast waves͒; in transverse traveling-wave models, by contrast, distortion products propagate primarily via pressure-difference waves whose velocity and other characteristics depend on the mechanical properties of the cochlear partition ͑slow waves͒. Compression-wave models predict that the distortion-product OAEs ͑DPOAEs͒ measured in the Allen-Fahey paradigm increase at close primary-frequency ratios ͑or remain constant in the hypothetical absence of tuned suppression͒. The behavior observed experimentally is just the opposite-a pronounced decrease in DPOAE amplitude at close ratios. Since neither compression-wave nor simple conceptual "hybrid-wave" models can account for the experimental results-whereas slow-wave models can, via systematic changes in distortion-source directionality arising from wave-interference effects-Allen-Fahey and related experiments provide compelling evidence against the predominance of compression-wave OAEs in mammalian cochlear mechanics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Otoacoustic emissions ͑OAEs͒ appear inextricably linked to the biophysical and hydromechanical mechanisms that serve to amplify the motion of the cochlear partition. Most OAE models, therefore, assume that active forces exerted within the partition couple primarily into the transverse motion of the basilar membrane ͑BM͒, and thereby into the slow traveling pressure wave that drives it ͑e.g., Zweig and Shera, 1995; Talmadge et al., 1998; Nobili et al., 2003͒ . Such "slow-wave" models usually neglect the possibility that the motions of structures within the partition ͑e.g., the outer hair cells͒ may produce significant acoustic compression waves that propagate through the cochlear fluids at the speed of sound, uninfluenced by mechanically tuned but almost acoustically transparent structures such as the organ of Corti. In principle, however, back propagation via longitudinal compression waves ͑or "fast waves"͒ provides an additional-and perhaps predominant-mechanism for energy to escape from the inner ear. Indeed, recent measurements of distortion products in the ear canal ͑DPOAEs͒ and on the BM have been taken to confirm the suggestion ͑Wil-son, 1980b͒ that the reverse propagation of OAEs occurs primarily if not exclusively via fast compression waves ͑Ren, 2004; Ruggero, 2004 Since the laws of physics permit both fast-and slowwave OAEs, the existence of either is not in doubt-as in T. H. White's fictional world of ants ͑White, 1958͒, so likely in the cochlea: Everything not forbidden is compulsory. The problem is to determine the relative strengths of the two emission modes and to understand their respective roles in cochlear mechanics. Unfortunately, the distortion-product measurements so far adduced to support the compressionwave model cannot convincingly address the issue ͑e.g., Ren, 2004; Ruggero, 2004͒ ; the probative power of these experiments is limited because they do not distinguish between distortion arising locally and distortion propagating to the measurement point from an origin elsewhere in the cochlea ͑cf., Dong and Olson, 2006; Shera et al., 2006͒ . Here, we take an alternative approach, asking whether compression-wave models of DPOAEs can account, even qualitatively, for a particularly relevant and well established result in cochlear mechanics: The so-called "Allen-Fahey" experiment. In a nutshell, we find that they cannot.
2 With additional assumptions, our arguments extend to simple purpose-built "hybrid-wave" models that combine both fastand slow-wave coupling. Since slow-wave models by themselves can explain the results, Allen-Fahey and related experiments provide compelling evidence against a predominant role for compression-wave OAEs in mammalian cochlear mechanics.
II. ALLEN-FAHEY AND RELATED EXPERIMENTS
Allen-Fahey experiments involve measuring intracochlear distortion products ͑DPs͒ and ear-canal otoacoustic emissions under tightly controlled conditions ͑Allen and Fahey, 1992͒. In particular, the paradigm consists of measuring the ear-canal DPOAE ͑typically at f dp =2f 1 − f 2 ͒ as a function of the primary frequency ratio r ϵ f 2 / f 1 while the intracochlear DP response is held constant at its characteristic place, x dp ͑the DP frequency f dp remains fixed throughout the measurement͒. We denote the DPOAE pressure measured under these conditions-the so-called "Allen-Fahey function"-by P DPOAE † ͑r͒, where the superscripted dagger signifies the microelectrode originally employed to monitor the intracochlear distortion product.
A. Methods for "calibrating" the intracochlear DP
Three different methods for monitoring the intracochlear response to the DP have been employed to date. In Allen and Fahey's original experiment ͑Fahey and Allen, 1985͒, later repeated by Shera and Guinan ͑1997; 2007a͒ , the DP amplitude at x dp was determined by measuring the firing rate of an auditory-nerve fiber ͑ANF͒ tuned to f dp . Shera and Guinan also performed an entirely otoacoustic version of the AllenFahey experiment in which the intracochlear response near x dp was monitored noninvasively using "secondary" distortion products:
3 By introducing a third, fixed tone one can create a secondary DP whose ear-canal amplitude and phase provide a sensitive assay of the intracochlear value of the original DP near its characteristic place. Most recently, de Boer and colleagues have done an Allen-Fahey experiment using laser-Doppler velocimetry to measure the f dp component of BM velocity at x dp ͑de Boer et al., 2005͒. Each method for monitoring the intracochlear DP has strengths and weaknesses. The method based on ANF firing rate can be performed at any location in the cochlea by recording from a fiber with the corresponding characteristic frequency ͑CF͒. However, the method cannot be used to measure P DPOAE † ͑r͒ at values of r close to 1; at close ratios the fiber is driven both by the DP and by one ͑or both͒ of the primaries. The otoacoustic method overcomes this limitation and can be applied both at close ratios and at any frequency. In addition, because the otoacoustic method is noninvasive it can be employed in a wider variety of species. However, because the secondary DPOAE is generated over a region straddling x dp , rather than at x dp alone, the otoacoustic method is less tightly controlled. The BM-velocity method provides the most direct measure of mechanical motion in the cochlea. Like the otoacoustic method, it can be performed at any ratio. The method's major disadvantage is that it can be employed only at a rather limited number of surgically accessible locations within the cochlea. Figure 1 shows that despite significant differences in methodology-including the use of two different species ͑cat and guinea pig͒ and three different assays for measuring the intracochlear response to the DP ͑ANF firing rate, secondary DPOAE amplitudes, and BM velocity͒-all four studies that have employed the Allen-Fahey paradigm to date report qualitatively similar results for P DPOAE † ͑r͒. In particular, as r decreases towards 1 from its maximal value ͑typically, r max Х 1.5͒, the magnitude of P DPOAE † ͑r͒ first stays roughly constant ͑or slowly increases͒ but then decreases rapidly, falling significantly below its value at r max as r draws closer to 1 ͑r Ͻ 1.2͒. ͓The abscissa in Fig. 1 shows f 1 and indicates the constant value of f dp with a short vertical line; since r =2 − f dp / f 1 , decreasing f 1 corresponds to decreasing r.͔ Although we count the original experiments performed by Fahey and Allen among the four extant studies consistent with this trend, 4 the relatively high otoacoustic noise floor in their experiments precludes any compelling statement about the general behavior of P DPOAE † ͑r͒ based solely on their data.
B. Synopsis of the experimental results

5
Results from experiments performed using the AllenFahey paradigm are broadly consistent with related but less tightly controlled comparisons of ear-canal DPOAEs and intracochlear DPs. For example, whereas DPOAEs recorded in the ear canal decrease dramatically at ratios less than the so-called "optimal" frequency ratio ͑i.e., r Ͻ r opt Х 1.2͒, psychophysical observations suggest that the intracochlear response to the DP increases at close ratios ͑e.g., Goldstein, 1967; Wilson, 1980a ; Zwicker and Harris, 1990͒. Similar increases have been reported in measurements of BM motion, although the results are somewhat less conclusive ͑re-viewed in Robles and Ruggero, 2001͒ . Whereas some studies find a monotonic increase in the amplitude of the BM DP at close ratios ͑e.g., Robles et al., 1997͒ , others do not ͑e.g., Cooper and Rhode, 1997͒, perhaps because of suppressive effects.
C. Focus of the paper
The Allen-Fahey paradigm was developed to provide an indirect measure of the power gain of the cochlear amplifier ͑Allen and Fahey, 1992͒. Discussions of the paradigm-its experimental results, extensions, and theoretical basisusually focus on the question: Does the Allen-Fahey paradigm yield a readily invertible measure of the amplifier gain? We do not specifically address that issue here ͑cf., Allen and Fahey, 1992; Kanis and de Boer, 1993; Shera, 2003; de Boer et al., 2005; Shera and Guinan, 2007a͒ ; rather, we ask the more limited question: Irrespective of the amplifier gain or its relation to P DPOAE † ͑r͒, can compression-wave models of DPOAEs account for the qualitative results summarized in Fig. 1 ? Sections III and IV show that the results of the AllenFahey experiment are incompatible with compression-wave DPOAE models. Readers who wish to understand the essential logic of the arguments without working through the details can skip ahead to the summary presented in the Sec. V A. Section V B reviews existing slow-wave explanations for Allen-Fahey experiments. Section V C rules out simple "hybrid-wave" models involving both fast-and slow-wave coupling. Regardless of whether Allen-Fahey experiments yield a readily interpretable measure of the power gain of the cochlear amplifier, they evidently do provide compelling evidence against the predominance of compression-wave DPOAEs in mammalian cochlear mechanics. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the cochlea. For simplicity we consider a symmetric box model. P sv ͑x͒ and P st ͑x͒ represent the pressures in the two scalae just above and below the BM. The pressures also depend on the driving frequency, but we have left this dependence implicit. ͑r͒ vs the primary frequency f 1 . The DP frequency f dp =2f 1 − f 2 ͑short vertical line͒ is held constant during the measurement. Both f 1 and r increase along the abscissa. Labels indicate the species and method for monitoring the intracochlear response to the DP. ͑A͒ Sample result from the original Allen-Fahey experiment in cat ͑Allen and Fahey, 1992, Fig. 7͒ . The DP response at x dp was monitored using the auditory-nerve fiber ͑ANF͒ whose threshold tuning curve ͑TC͒ is shown in gray. The dashed vertical line indicates the frequency at which the f 1 primary started to excite the fiber so that the constant-DP condition could no longer be maintained. The dotted horizontal line ͑NF͒ represents the approximate noise floor for the DPOAE measurement. ͑B͒ Sample result from a repetition of the original ANF-based experiment in cat ͑Shera and Guinan, 2007a͒ featuring an increased frequency resolution and a lower acoustic noise floor ͑approximately −20 dB SPL͒. The multiple traces illustrate the reproducibility of the result. ͑C͒ Results from Allen-Fahey experiments in guinea pig in which laser-Doppler velocimetry was used to maintain constant BM velocity at x dp ͑de Boer et al., 2005͒. ͑D͒ Results from a noninvasive Allen-Fahey experiment in cat in which secondary distortion products were used to control the intracochlear response at x dp ͑Shera and Guinan, 2007a͒. The data are from the same animal and CF range that provided the ANF data in ͑B͒. The dotted lines show the approximate uncertainty of the measurement based on ±1 dB variations in the amplitude of the secondary DPOAE.
III. COMPRESSION-WAVE MODELS OF DPs AND DPOAEs
A. Fast waves and slow waves
As pointed out by Peterson and Bogert ͑1950͒, the pressures in the two scalae can be represented as linear combinations of sum and difference components with functional significance. The difference component of the pressure is the "slow wave," defined by
The transverse slow wave drives the BM up and down and its propagation velocity and other characteristics depend on properties of the partition. The sum component is the compressional "fast wave," defined by
True to its name, the longitudinal fast wave invades all soft tissues and propagates at the speed of sound in a manner independent of the BM. Although we use the names "fast" and "slow" for convenience, the two waves might more accurately be identified as longitudinal ͑compressional͒ and transverse ͑shearing͒ with respect to the spatial axis defined by position along the BM. Since arbitrary scalae pressures P sv ͑x͒ and P st ͑x͒ can be written as linear combinations of P slow ͑x͒ and P fast ͑x͒, we will henceforth work solely with the slow-and fast-wave components of the pressure.
B. Oscillating pressure sources
Forces generated by outer hair cells are thought to underlie the production and amplification of the reversetraveling waves that give rise to DPOAEs. To represent these forces, the figure shows a quiescent pressure source ͑e.g., a hair cell͒ straddling the BM; for clarity, the figure shows only one of many such sources present in the cochlea. When activated, pressure sources generally couple into both the slow-and the fast-wave components of the pressure; the relative strength of the two coupling modes depends on the nature of the sources and their environment. Figure 3 illustrates the limiting case in which the vibrating source produces opposite pressures on the two sides of the partition. In this case P sv ͑x͒ and P st ͑x͒ sum to zero, and the source couples entirely into the slow, pressure-difference wave, P slow ͑x͒. The oscillating pressure difference acts on the BM and causes it to move up and down, generating waves ͑measurable both in the pressure and on the BM͒ that travel in both directions. At the base the slow wave vibrates the stapes and round window, producing sound in the ear canal-an otoacoustic emission. Because the slow wave is the pressure component that drives the partition, models of cochlear mechanics ͑and of OAEs͒ have focused almost exclusively on this transverse mode.
Slow-wave sources
Fast-wave sources
Our primary interest here, however, is with the other limit, illustrated in Fig. 4 . In this case the oscillating "hair cell" produces the same pressure on both sides of the BM, and the source therefore couples entirely into the pressuresum wave, P fast ͑x͒, which spreads throughout the cochlea nearly instantaneously. ͑The wavelength of the fast wave shown in the figure has been shortened considerably for the sake of presentation; at audio frequencies the wavelengths of sound in the fluid are typically long compared to the dimensions of the cochlea.
6 ͒ We have presented versions of this toy model of fast waves elsewhere ͑Shera et de Boer and Nuttall, 2006͒. FIG. 2 . Schematic of a symmetric box model of the cochlea. Without loss of generality, the pressures in the scala vestibuli and scala tympani-P sv ͑x͒ and P st ͑x͒, respectively-can be represented as linear combinations of sum and difference ͑fast-and slow-wave͒ components ͑Peterson and Bogert, 1950͒; only the slow-wave component drives the basilar membrane ͑BM͒. The "hair cell" straddling the BM represents a latent pressure source.
FIG . 3. An oscillating source that couples entirely into the slow wave ͑e.g., a transverse displacement source͒. In the case of DPOAEs, the latent source is activated by BM vibration at the frequencies of the primary tones ͑not shown͒. ͑A͒ The source produces a nonzero pressure gradient across the partition. ͑B͒ The resulting forces, transmitted by the fluids to varying degrees throughout the cochlea, move the BM and create slow pressuredifference waves ͑visible as "surface waves" on the BM͒ that propagate away in both directions. At the base, the pressure moves the stapes and round window, generating sound ͑an OAE͒ in the ear canal.
FIG.
4. An oscillating source that couples entirely into the fast wave ͑e.g., a volume source͒. ͑A͒ The source produces a compressional ͑sound͒ wave that quickly spreads throughout the cochlea. Although the fast wave moves the oval and round windows ͑generating an OAE͒ it does not itself directly drive the BM. ͑B͒ The asymmetry between the motions of the oval and round windows arising from their different acoustic impedances ͑Z ow Z rw ͒ generates a forward-traveling slow wave that moves the BM while propagating to its characteristic place.
The cochlea contains a distribution of sources whose strengths ͑amplitudes and phases͒ vary with position. Distortion-product sources oscillate at the DP frequency ͑in this case, f dp =2f 1 − f 2 ͒ and result from nonlinear interactions between the responses to the primaries. We let the complex function dp fw ͑xЈ͒ represent the fast-wave DP source-strength density ͑or fast-wave pressure per unit length͒. The superscripted "fw" reminds us that the source is a fast-wave source rather than a more conventional slow-wave source. The function dp fw ͑xЈ͒ depends on location xЈ and parametrically on the DP frequency and the stimulus parameters. Since the frequency f dp is held constant in the Allen-Fahey paradigm we omit it from list of independent variables. In addition, we temporarily omit the stimulus parameters from the list for clarity; we include them later when needed.
To find the total fast-wave pressure at the base due to the distribution of sources we simply add their pressures up, weighting each by a propagator function G fw ͑xЈ ͉ 0͒ that accounts for any amplitude or phase shifts caused by fast-wave propagation from the site of generation ͑at x = xЈ͒ to the base ͑at x =0͒. In the simplest case ͑e.g., infinite propagation velocity͒ the weighting function G fw ͑xЈ ͉ 0͒ is unity. Adding up contributions from sources throughout the cochlea yields a general integral expression for P dp fast ͑0͒:
To find dp fw ͑xЈ͒ and G fw ͑xЈ ͉ 0͒ one could use appropriate pressure measurements ͑e.g., Dong and Olson, 2005͒ and/or a nonlinear cochlear model ͑e.g., Nobili and Mammano, 1996; Talmadge et al., 2000; de Boer and Nuttall, 2000; Lim and Steele, 2002͒ extended to include fast waves and/or a nonzero compressibility of the organ of Corti ͑Shera et al., 2005͒. It turns out, however, that these details are largely irrelevant for our purposes: We do not need to know either the fast-wave source density or the propagator to interpret the Allen-Fahey experiment in the fast-wave framework.
C. Producing OAEs from fast waves
When the compression wave reaches the base, it exerts forces on the oval and round windows. Just as in the slowwave case, the middle ear transmits the motion of the oval window to the eardrum, creating an OAE in the ear canal ͓see Fig. 4͑a͔͒ . The linearity of middle-ear mechanics 7 implies that P DPOAE ͑the ear-canal pressure, or DPOAE͒ and P dp fast ͑x =0͒ are directly proportional:
P DPOAE = C me P dp fast ͑0͒. ͑4͒
Because middle-ear transmission varies with frequency, the "constant" of proportionality, C me , depends on f dp . ͑In the Allen-Fahey paradigm, the DP frequency remains fixed so that C me is, in fact, constant.͒ We emphasize that proportionality ͑4͒ does not depend on how the fast wave P dp fast ͑0͒ is produced.
Although knowledge of the proportionality constant C me is not needed to deduce qualitative fast-wave model predictions for the Allen-Fahey experiment, an explicit expression for the DPOAE due to the fast-wave can be found using a general three-port description of the middle ear ͑Shera and Zweig, 1992b͒. The three-port description characterizes the acoustic and mechanical coupling between the ear canal and the oval and round windows. Although the general expression depends on middle-ear transfer functions and impedances in a complicated and relatively unenlightening way, the formula simplifies considerably if the impedances of the middle-ear cavity and round window are assumed negligible.
8 In this limit,
where N u and Z are elements of the middle-ear transfer matrix ͑Shera and Zweig, 1992b͒. 9 In particular, N u is the volume-velocity transformer ratio ͑the ratio U ec / U ow when the cochlear load is "short-circuited"͒ and Z is the shortcircuit transfer impedance ͑the corresponding ratio P ec / U ow ͒. Z mic is the Thévenin-equivalent impedance of the transducer in the ear canal.
D. Producing slow waves from fast waves
If the oval and round windows had identical acoustic impedances, the fast-wave pressure would move them in and out of the cochlea symmetrically. However, since the two windows have different impedances, they move with different volume velocities. This asymmetry between the motions of the windows launches a slow, pressure-difference wave that propagates down the cochlea, driving the motion of the BM en route. Thus, although the fast wave does not itself directly move the BM, the boundary conditions at the base-in particular, the asymmetry between the windowscreates a slow-wave component in the pressure that subsequently vibrates the BM ͓see Fig. 4͑b͔͒ .
The three-port description of middle-ear mechanics implies that the amplitude of the induced forward-traveling slow wave is directly proportional to the reverse-traveling fast wave that produces it: P dp slow ͑0͒ = C sof P dp fast ͑0͒, ͑6͒
where P dp slow ͑0͒ is the initial ͑x =0͒ amplitude of the forward-traveling slow wave launched from the stapes. The subscript "sof" on the proportionality constant stands for "slow/fast." Just as with C me in Eq. ͑4͒, the constant C sof depends on f dp . Solving the three-port equations yields an explicit expression for C sof :
where Z c is the cochlear input impedance, 10 and Z ow and Z rw are the impedances of the oval and round windows, respectively. The impedance Z ow in Eq. ͑7͒ is the total impedance of the oval window seen from the cochlea; in other words, it includes contributions from the annular ligament, stapes, and other ossicles, as well as from the eardrum and any transducers present in the ear canal.
11 In this context, where the middle ear is driven from within the cochlea, the subscript "ow" might best be understood as an abbreviation for "outside world" rather than merely for "oval window."
Equation ͑7͒ shows explicitly how the slow wave launched from the base depends on the asymmetry between the windows. As expected, P dp slow ͑0͒ goes to zero in the limit that Z ow approaches Z rw ͑as it might, for example, if the stapes were detached from the annular ligament͒. In the normal case, however, the impedances of the two windows are very different, and P dp slow ͑0͒ is therefore nonzero. In the limit Z rw → 0 considered above, Eq. ͑7͒ simplifies to 12 P dp slow ͑0͒ = P dp fast ͑0͒, ͑8͒
so that C sof =1.
E. Slow-wave propagation to the DP place
Once launched from the base, the forward-traveling DP slow wave propagates along the cochlea, moving the BM as it travels. The resulting BM velocity 13 at the wave's characteristic place is represented by the function V BM ͑P 0 ;r, P r ͒ ϵ BM velocity at ͑x dp , f dp ͒, ͑9͒
where P 0 ϵ P dp slow ͑0͒ is the slow wave at the stapes. For clarity, we now include in the list of independent parameters the amplitudes of the primaries ͑represented by the variable P r = ͕P 1 , P 2 ͖͒ and the ratio of their frequencies, r = f 2 / f 1 . At fixed values of r and P r , the BM velocity V BM ͑P 0 ; r , P r ͒ is a monotonically increasing, compressive function of P 0 .
Our primary interest here is not V BM ͑P 0 ; r , P r ͒ but its functional inverse; that is, the function that gives the value of the slow wave P 0 necessary to produce a given BM velocity at x dp :
As a mnemonic, we use the subscript "⌳" because it resembles an inverted "V." The function P ⌳ ͑V BM ; r , P r ͒ depends nonlinearly on V BM because of cochlear compression ͑or "self-suppression"͒; the function depends on r and P r because of possible "two-tone suppression" of the DP response by the primaries. 14 Two-tone suppression is strongest when the responses to the primaries overlap with the region of DP amplification just basal to x dp . Maximal overlap occurs at values of r close to 1. At larger values of r the spatial separation between the responses increases and suppression weakens. At the largest values of r the primaries do not appreciably suppress the response to the DP, and P ⌳ ͑V BM ; r , P r ͒ becomes independent of r and P r . In other words,
where the superscript "0" on P ⌳ 0 signifies the presumed absence of suppression by the primaries. In practice, the suppression-free limit is well approximated at rather modest values of r; even at r = 1.5, the closest primary is an octave above f dp .
To quantify the suppression at other values of r, we define the function
In the absence of suppression by the primaries S͑V BM ; r , P r ͒ = 1. Because suppression decreases the response to the DP, so that a larger value of P 0 is needed to achieve the same BM velocity,
At low levels, the largest values of S ͑greatest suppression͒ generally occur at values of r close to or slightly above 1 ͑e.g., Pang and Guinan, 1997͒.
IV. COMPRESSION-WAVE PREDICTIONS FOR ALLEN-FAHEY EXPERIMENTS
We are now in a position to obtain compression-wave model predictions for the Allen-Fahey paradigm ͑i.e., to find the ear-canal DPOAE when the response to the DP is held constant at x dp ͒. In the following discussion we assume that the DP response measure is BM velocity, and denote its constant criterion value by V BM † :
V BM † ϵ criterion value of V BM ͑x dp , f dp ͒. ͑14͒
Henceforth, a superscripted dagger on any variable means that the quantity is measured or evaluated when the BM velocity at x dp is V BM † .
A. Predictions without tuned suppression
For simplicity, we first neglect any suppression by the primaries ͑e.g., Allen and Fahey, 1992͒ . In other words, we take S͑V BM ; r , P r ͒ = 1 so that P ⌳ = P ⌳ 0 ͑V BM ͒. According to Eq. ͑10͒, the stapes slow-wave pressure P dp slow
͑0͒
† necessary to produce the criterion BM velocity V BM † is then given by P dp slow ͑0͒
Working backwards to find the corresponding DPOAE, we find that the fast-wave pressure P dp fast ͑0͒ † needed to produce the slow-wave pressure P dp slow ͑0͒ † follows from proportionality ͑6͒: P dp fast ͑0͒ † = P dp slow ͑0͒ † /C sof . ͑16͒
In the fast-wave Allen-Fahey paradigm, the value of P dp fast ͑0͒ † at any given value of r is obtained by adjusting the primaries P r until the distribution of fast-wave sources dp fw ͑x ; r , P r ͒ combine ͓as in Eq. ͑3͔͒ to yield P dp fast ͑0;r , P r ͒ = P dp fast ͑0͒ † ; by definition this occurs at P r = P r † ͑r͒. Once the necessary value of P dp fast ͑0͒ † has been obtained, proportionality ͑4͒ relating P DPOAE and P dp fast ͑0͒ implies that
Combining Eqs. ͑15͒-͑17͒ yields the formula
Thus, in the absence of tuned suppression, fast-wave models imply that when the BM velocity V BM ͑x dp , f dp ͒ is held constant ͑at V BM † ͒, the DPOAE measured in the ear canal remains constant ͑at P DPOAE † ͒, independent of r. Refer-ence to the synopsis of Allen-Fahey experiments shown in Fig. 1 demonstrates that a constant value of P DPOAE † is not the result obtained experimentally, especially at values of r close to 1. Does this discrepancy between fast-wave predictions and experiment arise because of suppression?
B. Predictions with tuned suppression
In the more realistic case, the primaries partially suppress the response to the DP slow wave, modifying the function P ⌳ 0 ͑V BM † ͒ by the factor S͑V BM † ; r , P r † ͒ as described by Eq. ͑12͒. As a result, the analog of Eq. ͑18͒ becomes
where P r † = P r † ͑r͒ and P DPOAE † ͉ no sup is the constant DPOAE amplitude measured in the absence of suppression ͓Eq. ͑18͔͒.
In Sec. III E we argued that at fixed V BM , the suppression function ͉S͑V BM ; r , P r ͉͒ generally increases as r → 1 ͓Eq. ͑13͔͒. Thus, when tuned suppression is taken into account fast-wave models imply that the ear-canal DPOAE measured using the Allen-Fahey paradigm increases at close primary ratios ͑i.e., as f 1 decreases towards f dp ͒. However, this is exactly the opposite of the trend observed experimentally. As reviewed in Sec. II, the common feature of Allen-Fahey experiments performed to date is a general decrease in the value of P DPOAE † ͑r͒ as r → 1 ͓Fig. 1͔. 15 The results of AllenFahey experiments cannot be explained using fast-wave models of OAEs.
V. DISCUSSION
A. Recapitulation
Our analysis demonstrates that compression-wave model proposed in the literature ͑e.g., Wilson, 1980b; Ren, 2004; cannot account for results of Allen-Fahey and related experiments. Indeed, the contradiction with experiment extends to any compressionwave model, independent of the details by which the distortion sources ͑"hair cells"͒ are presumed to couple sound into the cochlear fluids. In the absence of suppression, compression-wave models predict a constant value of P DPOAE † ͑r͒. Rigorously derived in Secs. III and IV, this prediction can be deduced immediately from the bottom panel of Fig. 5 : In fast-wave models, fixing the DP response at x dp is equivalent to fixing both fast and slow waves at the stapes ͓Eqs. ͑15͒ and ͑16͔͒; this, in turn, is equivalent to fixing the DPOAE in the ear canal ͓Eq. ͑17͔͒. Note that the prediction of constant P DPOAE † ͑r͒ applies independent of the power gain of the cochlear amplifier. No matter where the fast-wave DP originates, no matter how the source-region F in Fig. 5 moves around as r varies, the forward-traveling slow-wave that drives-and may be amplified by-the cochlear partition always originates at the stapes and, therefore, always traverses the full extent of the amplifier gain region on its way to x dp .
How does the existence of suppression modify these predictions? As r decreases towards 1, the primaries draw closer to x dp and their suppressive action reduces the response to the DP at x dp . To maintain the constant response mandated by the Allen-Fahey paradigm, the DP source output must be increased ͑e.g., by boosting the levels of the primary tones͒. When the source output is increased, the fastwave pressure at the stapes and the DPOAE in the ear canal both increase correspondingly ͓Eq. ͑19͔͒. In the presence of tuned suppression, fast-wave models therefore predict that the ear-canal DPOAE will increase at close ratios. Neither of the two fast-wave model predictions-constant P DPOAE † ͑r͒ without suppression, increasing P DPOAE † ͑r͒ with suppression-appears consistent with the experimental result, which indicates that the ratio of ear-canal to intracochlear DPs falls as r → 1 ͑cf. Fig. 1͒ .
Our conclusion about fast-wave models contradicts that of a recent paper by Ren and Nuttall ͑2006͒, who argue that the results of the Allen-Fahey experiment "imply that the FIG. 5 . Schematic illustration of the generation of slow-and fast-wave model DPs at 2f 1 − f 2 . Both panels show wave phase lag ͑increasing downward͒ vs cochlear location. In each case nonlinear interactions between stimulus slow waves at frequencies f 1 and f 2 ͑not shown͒ create a region of DP sources ͑square boxes͒. In the top panel, slow-wave DP sources S produce slow waves P dp slow ͑curved solid lines͒ that travel along the BM in both directions. The curved phase trajectories indicate that the wavelength depends on the spatially varying properties of the cochlear partition. In the bottom panel, fast-wave DP sources F produce a compressional wave P dp fast ͑straight dashed line͒ that quickly spreads throughout the cochlea, reaching the stapes with minimal phase lag. At the stapes, the fast wave creates a forward-traveling slow wave ͑curved solid line͒. Note that both slow-and fast-wave scenarios produce a forward-traveling slow wave that drives the BM at x dp . In the slow-wave model, the forward-traveling wave radiates directly from the source region, whose location and effective "directionality" depend on the primary frequency ratio, r. In the fast-wave model, the slow wave is generated at the stapes, whose location is fixed, independent of r. The Allen-Fahey paradigm prescribes that the BM response to the forward-traveling slow wave remain constant at x dp ͑indicated by the inverted dagger used as an arrow͒. For simplicity, the diagram ignores complications ͑largely irrelevant for our purposes͒ arising from multiple internal reflections ͑e.g., the reflection of slow waves from the stapes and/or the generation of fast waves near x dp ͒. Adapted from Shera et al. ͑2006͒. cochlea-generated emission reaches the stapes…as a compression ͓fast͔ wave rather than as a backward traveling ͓slow͔ wave." We question the logic of their argument on one crucial point: It overlooks the fact that in the fast-wave models they posit, the ear-canal DPOAE and the forwardtraveling slow wave that drives the BM are both proportional to P dp fast ͑0͒ ͓Eqs. ͑4͒ and ͑6͒; see also Fig. 5͔ ; as a result, the two cannot vary independently, as their argument requires.
16
B. Slow-wave interpretations of Allen-Fahey experiments
Although compression-wave models fail to account for the data, the results of Allen-Fahey and related experiments can be understood in the slow-wave framework. At least two different mechanisms have been proposed, both of which implicitly exploit the additional flexibility ͑in this case, r-dependence͒ inherent in the slow-wave mechanism. The slow-wave cartoon shown in the top panel of Fig. 5 illustrates this flexibility graphically. Note, in particular, that the forward-and reverse DP waves that emanate from S need not maintain the same amplitude ratio at all values of r. Contrast this with the fast-wave model illustrated in the bottom panel. In this case, the ratio of reverse fast wave to forward slow wave is determined, independent of r, by impedance relationships at the stapes that remain constant for a given DP frequency ͓Eq. ͑6͔͒.
Allen and Fahey's ͑1992͒ slow-wave interpretation of their results was based on the observation that a decrease in P DPOAE † ͑r → 1͒ would occur if the power gain of the cochlear amplifier were less than 1; that is, if the acoustic power in the slow wave driving the BM were absorbed by the organ of Corti in the region basal to the peak ͓rather than being amplified, as solutions to the cochlear inverse problem indicate ͑e.g., de Boer, 1995a, b͔͒. As Allen and Fahey demonstrate, the reason for the dependence on power gain ͑or loss͒ is that as r → 1, the slow wave radiating apically from the source region S toward its characteristic place traverses an ever decreasing fraction of the amplifier gain/ loss region on its way to the measurement point at x dp .
Unfortunately for this simple and intuitive explanation, a direct relationship between the behavior of P DPOAE † ͑r͒ and the gain of the cochlear amplifier requires that the wave pattern radiating from the DP source region remain fixed, independent of r ͑Allen and Fahey, 1992; Shera and Zweig, 1992a͒ . Although individual DP sources ͑e.g., hair cells͒ may always radiate symmetrically, a distribution of DP sources whose relative phases vary systematically with position can become highly directional in a manner that depends strongly on r ͑Shera, 2003; Shera and Guinan 2007b͒. Needless to say, these are just the types of distributions expected in the cochlea. Indeed, model calculations show that at close ratios realistic distributions of ͑slow-wave͒ distortion sources radiate much more strongly toward x dp than they do back toward the stapes ͑Shera and Guinan, 2007a͒.
17 As a result, and despite possible countervailing effects of amplifier gain and tuned suppression, fixing the response at x dp causes the corresponding ear-canal DPOAE to fall as r → 1. Thus, in slowwave models, changes with r in the effective directionality of the waves radiated from the DP source region can qualitatively account for results of Allen-Fahey experiments, even when the gain of the cochlear amplifier is greater than one ͑Shera, 2003; de Boer et al., 2005; Shera and Guinan, 2007a͒. This latter slow-wave explanation for the results of Allen-Fahey experiments is consistent with a number of theoretical studies that trace the bandpass form of the so-called "DP filter" to interference effects within the distributed source region ͑van Hengel, 1996; Talmadge et al., 1998; Kemp and Knight, 1999; Shera, 2003͒. Fahey et al. ͑2006͒ have recently provided experimental evidence supporting the suggestion that the decrease in DPOAE amplitude as r → 1 arises primarily from vector cancellation among multiple sources. In addition, measurements of the relative amplitudes of the "distortion" and "reflection" components of DPOAEs ͑e.g., Knight and Kemp, 2000͒ provide additional experimental evidence for changes in distortion-source "directionality" as a function of f 2 / f 1 ͑reviewed in Shera and Guinan, 2007b͒.
C. Hypothetical hybrid-wave models
The contradiction between compression-wave models and Allen-Fahey experiments hinges on the compressionwave model's eponymous assumption that distortion sources couple predominantly into compression waves-as a consequence, both the ear-canal DPOAE and the cochlear response to the DP at its characteristic place ultimately arise from coupling into fast waves.
18 Despite the failure of fastwave models, the success of the slow-wave framework raises the intriguing possibility that a purpose-built "hybrid-wave" model, artfully adjusted to combine fast-and slow-wave coupling as needed, might yield fast-wave dominated DPOAEs while maintaining consistency with the Allen-Fahey experiment. In particular, consider the hybrid-wave possibility illustrated in Fig. 6 . The DP sources in this conceptual model couple into both slow and fast waves. By hypothesis, their relative coupling strengths are arranged so that whereas the ear-canal DPOAE arises predominantly by fast-wave coupling ͑as in compression-wave models͒, the cochlear re- FIG. 6 . Schematic illustration of a conceptual hybrid-wave model that combines elements of the slow-and fast-wave source models shown in Fig. 5 . Nonlinear interactions between stimulus slow waves at frequencies f 1 and f 2 ͑not shown͒ create a region FS of hybrid DP sources that couple strongly into both slow and fast waves. By hypothesis, the slow-and fast-wave coupling strengths have somehow been adjusted so that: ͑1͒ The DPOAE in the ear canal arises predominantly by coupling into fast waves and ͑2͒ the BM vibration at x dp arises predominantly by direct coupling into slow waves within FS rather than indirectly through impedance relationships at the stapes. Other contributing but non-dominant pathways are shown in gray.
sponse to the DP at x dp arises predominantly by slow-wave coupling ͑as in slow-wave models͒. Does this hypothetical hybrid-wave model predict the results of the Allen-Fahey experiment?
Although we cannot address the question in full generality, the computational results shown in Fig. 7 indicate that the hybrid-wave model qualitatively disagrees with the data, at least when it employs the same simple and theoretically natural spatial distributions of DP sources that work well in the slow-wave framework ͑Shera, 2003; Shera and Guinan, 2007a͒. The figure shows Allen-Fahey functions computed for a hybrid model in which the fast-wave source density at 2f 1 − f 2 was taken to have the form dp
where V BM ͑x ; f͒ is the BM traveling wave at the indicated frequency. Source density functions of this form result from approximating the nonlinearity by the cubic term of a power-series expansion in the local BM velocity ͑e.g., Talmadge et al., 1998͒ . Estimates of BM traveling waves ͓e.g., V BM ͑x ; f 1 ͒ and V BM ͑x ; f 2 ͔͒ were obtained for the cat cochlea by converting ANF-derived measurements of the amplitude and phase of cochlear tuning ͑van der Heijden and Joris, 2003͒ to spatial responses using local scaling ͑e.g., Zweig, 1976͒. The fast-wave DPOAE was then computed using Eqs. ͑3͒ and ͑4͒, with the fast-wave propagator, G fw ͑x ͉ 0͒, set equal to 1. A constant real propagator means that the waves are assumed to propagate with negligible phase shift in a manner independent of the properties of the cochlear partition. The integral becomes ͑Shera et al., 2005͒ P DPOAE ϰ P dp fast ͑0͒ = ͵ 0 L dp fw ͑x͒dx. ͑21͒
The BM velocity at x dp was computed using an analogous integral ͑e.g., Shera, 2003; Shera and Guinan, 2007a͒: V BM ͑x dp ; f dp ͒ ϰ P dp slow ͑x dp ͒ = ͵ 0 x dp dp sw ͑x͒G sw ͑x͉x dp ͒dx,
͑22͒
where G sw ͑x ͉ x dp ͒ is the slow-wave propagator at the DP frequency. Unlike the fast-wave propagator, G sw ͑x ͉ xЈ͒ depends on the mechanical characteristics ͑i.e., tuning͒ of the cochlear partition. For simplicity, the slow-wave source density, dp sw , was taken proportional to dp fw ͑Shera et al., 2005͒. Aside from an overall constant of proportionality, the Allen-Fahey function P DPOAE † ͑r͒ is then simply the ratio P DPOAE / V BM computed from Eqs. ͑21͒ and ͑22͒. Note that these hybrid-model calculations ignore contributions from the concomitant-but, by hypothesis, nondominant-pathways shown by the gray lines in Fig.  6 . 19 Figure 7 demonstrates that the conceptual hybrid-wave model outlined above does not reproduce the substantial downturn characteristic of Allen-Fahey functions at close ratios. Because our quasilinear calculation ignores the influence of suppression, the disagreement is worse than it appears in the figure; including suppressive effects would further increase the model value of the Allen-Fahey function at close ratios ͑see also Shera and Guinan, 2007a͒ . The hybridwave results contrast strongly with those computed for the slow-wave model, implemented here using all identical assumptions but one: Rather than reaching the stapes via fast waves, the dominant contribution to the DPOAE is assumed to propagate via slow waves, making it subject to additional filtering due to the mechanical tuning of the partition. For the slow-wave model, Eq. ͑21͒ is modified to read P DPOAE ϰ P dp slow ͑0͒ = ͵ 0 L dp sw ͑x͒G sw ͑x͉0͒dx. ͑23͒
This relatively simple change substantially increases the amount of destructive interference among the distortionsource wavelets, causing the ear-canal DPOAE to fall at close ratios. Thus, although we cannot definitively rule out all hybrid-wave models, computations performed using a seemingly natural implementation do not reproduce the data. Our conclusion is necessarily qualified because the additional freedom inherent in hybrid-wave models, combined with a lack of knowledge of relevant biophysical details, means that obtaining hybrid-wave predictions for the Allen-Fahey experiment requires more assumptions than were needed to rule out compression-wave models. Because of the additional uncertainties that accompany these assumptions, our analysis and computations cannot invalidate all hybrid-wave models. Nevertheless, they do indicate that at least one simple class of hybrid-wave models predicts Allen-Fahey functions inconsistent with experiment. The model's key shortcoming is that it does not provide enough destructive Guinan ͑2007a͒. The DP frequency was fixed at 7 kHz and responses were computed as a function of the primary frequency ratio, whose value increases along the abscissa. As described elsewhere ͑Shera and Guinan, 2007a͒, the model was customized for cat by solving the inverse problem using ANF-derived measurements of the amplitude and phase of cochlear tuning ͑van der Heijden and Joris, 2003͒. Each pair of curves shows model results based on tuning measurements at CFs of 6 and 9 kHz ‫ؠ͑‬ and ᮀ, respectively͒. All model responses have been offset vertically and grouped for clarity.
interference to produce a substantial decrease in the fastwave DPOAE as r → 1. Furthermore, the hybrid-wave model suffers on purely theoretical grounds: Although simplicity and parsimony can be unreliable guides, the model's requirement that slow-and fast-wave sources radiate similar amounts in opposite directions seems suspiciously ad hoc, relying as it does on an apparently fortuitous collusion of coupling strengths for which there is as yet no biophysical explanation.
D. A source of potential confusion
Before concluding, we address a confusion apparent in the literature and latent in many descriptions of the so-called "hydrodynamic model 1980b; Ren, 2004; Ruggero, 2004; Siegel et al., 2005͒ . Any correspondence between the model and experiment might then naturally be regarded as theoretical support for fast-wave mechanisms. So let us be clear: The hydrodynamic model is a slow-wave model in the sense used here. As a review of the relevant equations readily verifies ͑Mammano and Nobili, 1993; Nobili et al., 2003͒ , the active sources in the hydrodynamic model do not couple into fast, compression waves of the type illustrated schematically in Fig. 4 ; rather, they couple entirely into slow, pressure-difference waves, as illustrated in Fig. 3 .
In both slow-and fast-wave models, mechanical forces are communicated throughout the cochlea almost instantaneously by the fluids. No one disputes this basic physical fact, which follows from the near incompressibility of the cochlear contents. Why then do the two models yield different otoacoustic predictions ͑e.g., for Allen-Fahey experiments͒? For one simple reason: Because fast-and slow-wave forces act differently on the structures within and bounding the cochlea. In particular, slow-wave forces-but not fastwave forces-drive the motion of the BM as they propagate. Thus, pressure differences associated with slow-wave coupling at one location drive BM motion and activate BM mechanisms at other locations. Each of these mechanical reactions produces in turn new slow-wave forces that act to drive BM motion at other locations, and so on. All these myriad slow-wave interactions combine with appropriate amplitudes and phases. By this collective process the emission measured in the ear canal emerges with its own characteristic wave-travel delay.
All of this interconnected slow-wave action is correctly captured by the mathematics of the hydrodynamic model. But some accompanying descriptions ͑e.g., "emissions are propagated almost instantaneously through the fluid"͒ have the potential to confuse, not only because they suggest ͑in-correctly͒ that the hydrodynamic model involves fast-wave mechanisms, but also because the instantaneous propagation of individual hair-cell forces is not the same thing as instantaneous propagation of emissions. Otoacoustic emissions do not arise from single, isolated sources; they are a collective response whose measured properties ͑e.g., time course, effective propagation velocity͒ can be very different from those of the instantaneous "conceptual responses" into which they can be mathematically decomposed.
E. Additional evidence for slow-wave OAEs
Although our aim in this paper has been to understand the constraints that Allen-Fahey experiments place on modes of DPOAE propagation, our conclusions limiting the role of fast-wave DPOAEs are consistent with other independent arguments for the dominance of slow-wave otoacoustic emissions. These arguments include: ͑1͒ Evidence for mechanical filtering of DPOAEs presented by the strikingly different phase-gradient delays manifest by lower-and upper-sideband distortion products ͑Shera et al., 2006͒; ͑2͒ the near-zero phase-gradient delays ͑i.e., "wave-fixed" behavior͒ predicted, in contradiction to experiment, by compression-wave models of SFOAEs ͑Shera et al., 2005; de Boer and Nuttall, 2006͒ ; ͑3͒ hints of reverse DP propagation on the basilar membrane revealed by population studies of the auditorynerve response to combination tones ͑see Fig. 6 , Kim et al., 1979; or Fig. 5, Kim et al., 1980͒;  and ͑4͒ the argument from reciprocity: If hair cells generate compression waves strong enough to dominate the motion of the stapes in the reverse direction, compression waves generated by the stapes might be expected to drive the hair cells directly in the forward direction, in contradiction both to the long first-spike latencies in fibers innervating the apex and measurements of cochlear responses to identical pressures applied at the oval and round windows ͑Voss et al., 1996͒.
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5
As indicated in Fig. 1 , the DPOAE noise floor in the original experiments was at or just below 20 dB SPL ͑Fahey and Allen, 1985; Allen and Fahey, 1992͒ . The neural units measured had CF thresholds in the range 20-40 dB SPL and most often around 30 dB SPL ͑most were medium spontaneous-rate units͒. As a result, the measurements of P DPOAE † ͑r͒ were confined to the relatively small dynamic range between the otoacoustic noise floor and the level at CF. 6 In humans, for example, the ratio c / fL-where c is the speed of sound in water, f is the frequency, and L is the cochlear length ͑Х35 mm͒-is about 40 at 1 kHz.
7
For simplicity, we are ignoring level-dependence arising from activation of the middle-ear reflex that might occur if the experiment were performed in an unanesthetized subject. 8 These approximations are not unrealistic, especially in animal experiments in which the middle-ear cavities are opened widely to the atmosphere. In addition, measurements in the cat indicate that the impedance of the round window is negligible except at very low frequencies ͑Lynch et al., 1982͒. 9 The 2 ϫ 2 transfer matrix ec
͒ ,where variables P and U represent pressures and volume velocities. Note that P ow = P sv ͑0͒ and U ow = U sv ͑0͒. The principle of reciprocity implies that det ec T ow = N u / N p − ZY =1 ͑Shera and Zweig, 1991͒. The matrix ec T ow is elsewhere written with a diacritical hat to indicate that the pressures P ec and P ow are measured with respect to a "ground" located in the tympanic cavity ͑Shera and Zweig, 1992b͒. For simplicity, we suppress that notation here since we are assuming ͑see Note 8͒ that the cavity impedance can be neglected ͑or, alternatively, that the cavities have been opened widely to the atmosphere͒.
10
The cochlear input impedance is defined as Z c ϵ͑P slow / U slow ͉͒ x=0 , where the slow-wave volume velocity U slow ͑x͒ is defined in terms of the volume velocities in the two scalae by the equation U slow = 1 2 ͑U sv − U st ͒.
11
More specifically, the three-port description indicates that
where the elements of the transfer matrix ec T ow are defined in Note 9 and Z mic is the Thévenin-equivalent impedance of the microphone.
12
The simplification requires ͉Z rw ͉ Ӷ ͉Z ow ͉ and ͉Z rw ͉ Ӷ ͉Z c ͉ / 4. See also Note 8.
13
Although we focus here on BM velocity, other response measures used in Allen-Fahey experiments ͑e.g., ANF firing rate͒ could be used as well.
14 In addition to suppressing the response to the DP, the primaries also suppress one another. The effects of such "mutual suppression" between the primaries are implicitly included in the discussion through their effect on the form of P ⌳ ͑V BM ; r , P r ͒. Mutual suppression also plays an important role in determining the DP source strength, and thus the value of P r † ͑r͒ introduced in Sec. IV A. 15 This statement requires some qualification in order not to oversimplify the complexities of the experimental situation. Fahey and Allen ͑1985͒ measured the level of a suppressor tone that would be required to suppress a tone that was approximately 6 dB above the neural threshold down to neural threshold. For suppressors both below and above CF a 65 dB SPL suppressor would suppress a tone at CF by 6 dB. Whereas below CF this effect was fairly independent of the frequency of the suppressor, to obtain 6 dB of suppression above CF requires that the suppressor frequency be just barely greater than a frequency that would excite the neuron ͑i.e., just above the upper edge of the tuning curve͒. Therefore, when suppression plays a significant role in an ANF-based Allen-Fahey experiment, it will be for the higher neural threshold units, because in these units the tuning of high-frequency suppression has levels greater than the distortion tuning curve. This is also where the signal to noise ratio is adequate in the original Allen-Fahey experiment. Their original data show no evidence for suppression of a fast wave component ͓i.e., for an increase in P DPOAE † ͑r͔͒ under conditions where it would have been predicted ͓e.g., Fig. 6 of Allen and Fahey ͑1992͒ and in about a dozen unpublished units͔. However, the data also show no universal trend of a decrease in P DPOAE † ͑r͒ as r → 1 of the magnitude shown in Figs. 1͑c͒ and 1͑d͒ ͑see Note 4͒. Although the dynamic range of the experiment is rather limited, the most common trend in the original Allen and Fahey data set was neither an overall increase nor an overall decrease as r → 1. In summary, the data of the original AllenFahey experiment are not generally consistent with the predictions of the fast-wave mechanism; the data from the other three experiments shown in Fig. 1 are strongly inconsistent with the fast-wave mechanism. 16 In addition, Ren and Nuttall's argument presumes that the amplitude of the forward-traveling pressure-difference wave decreases as it approaches its characteristic place. However, pressure measurements in gerbils indicate that the slow-wave pressure increases near the characteristic place ͑Olson, 2001͒, as predicted by active and/or three-dimensional cochlear models. Fast-wave models also generally exhibit vector cancellation at close ratios, although the destructive interference is not generally as strong as it is in slow-wave models ͑see Fig. 7͒ . Regardless of its strength, however, the cancellation in fast-wave models does not cause the Allen-Fahey function to fall. In fast-wave models, the DPOAE level is tightly coupled to the response at x dp because the slow wave is triggered by the fast wave at the stapes: Aside from the possible influence of suppression, fixing the response at one location ͑e.g., x dp ͒ fixes it at the other ͑i.e., the ear canal͒.
18
The coupling can, of course, be indirect: Recall that in fast-wave models the forward slow wave vibrating the cochlear partition at x dp is launched from the stapes by a fast wave interacting with the mechanical asymmetry between the oval and round windows.
19
Because of the impedance asymmetry between the windows, compression waves invariably trigger slow waves at the stapes ͓see Eq. ͑7͔͒. Furthermore, in the hybrid-wave models we have considered to date ͑e.g., Shera et al., 2005͒ , it is impossible to produce forward slow waves without also generating reverse slow waves. We expect the pathways shown in grayand other higher-order pathways, such as those arising from multiple internal reflection of slow waves at the DP place and/or the stapes-to produce interference ripples in the Allen-Fahey function.
20
The criticism directed at wave-equation or transmission-line approaches to modeling OAEs ͑e.g., Nobili et al., 2003; Vetešník et al., 2006͒ has no basis in the physics of slow-wave propagation through the fluid. Whether analyzed using Green's functions or equivalent wave equations, the slowwave physics is manifest mathematically as an identity between the longrange force propagator for the three-dimensional hydrodynamic model and the corresponding propagator for a one-dimensional transmission line ͑Shera et al., 2004͒. With respect to the long-range force propagation important for modeling OAEs, the hydrodynamic model is a transmission line. Thus, when advocates of the hydrodynamic model draw a sharp rhetorical divide between the "transmission-line concept" for which "quantitative predictions…are still lacking" and their own "much more predictive" approach ͑Vetešník et al., 2006͒, they force a verbal distinction where no physical or mathematical difference exists. The two approaches to modeling OAEs are equivalent; they employ the same hydrodynamical equations and must, therefore, make the same predictions. An earlier publication elaborates on this physical equivalence in some detail ͑Shera et al., 2004͒.
